Final report
Solar heroes (Photonix)

Aim-: To create awareness about solar
energy and connecting residential
housing societies with solar plant
installation companies.

Impact and outcome-:

SDG goal addressed-:
Clean and affordable
energy.

Our awareness campaign was very smooth and according to us, we were able
to reach to quite a large number of people. For the awareness campaign we did
multiple events which included a drawing and painting competition, having a
information stall with brochures and leaflets and a mass online seminar. The
online seminar was because of the Corona pandemic, because originally we
wanted to do the seminar, live in front of people. In totality, we were able to
reach out to about 3000 people.

Impact and outcome-:

For the second part of the project, connecting housing societies and solar plant
installation companies, we feel that we could have been more successful. Like
we started working with a local solar plant installation company called Koku solar
and they have been extremely supportive throughout the project. We were able
to convince some people during our awareness campaign and got the details of
about 30 housing societies in our district. We made a lot of efforts and
approached these societies and presented our plan to them. For some societies,
who provided us adequate information, we were able to generate a feasibility
report for them as well. But unfortunately, none of the societies were ready to
install a rooftop solar plant.

Learning-:

We collectively feel that the skill which we enhanced the most was
communication skills. The entire project required us to interact with a bunch of
very versatile people and this not only tested our patience but also our expertise
in communication. We gained some very valuable knowledge on residential solar
power plants through actual site visits and also planning a online seminar. Also
this project tested our digital skills because it required us to do video and audio
editing and making small visual posts etc.
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